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Abstract There has been growing interest of late in the cognitive effort required by
post-editing of machine translation. Compared to number of editing operations, cogni-
tive (or mental) effort is frequently considered a more decisive indicator of the overall
effort expended by post-editors. Estimating cognitive effort is not straightforward,
however. Previous studies often triangulate different measures to obtain a consensus,
but little post-editing research to date has attempted to show how measures of cogni-
tive effort relate to each other in a multivariate analysis. This paper addresses this by
presenting an exploratory comparison of cognitive measures based on eye tracking,
pauses, editing time, and subjective ratings collected in a post-editing task carried out
by professional and non-professional participants. All measures correlated with each
other, but a principal components analysis showed that the measures cluster together
in different ways. In particular, measures that increase with task time alone behaved
differently from the others, with higher mutual associations and higher reliability.
Regarding differences between professional and non-professional participants, it was
observed that subjective ratings were overall more strongly associated with objec-
tive measures in the case of professionals. Surprising findings from previous research
based on pause ratio are discussed. The paper argues that a pause typology will benefit
the study of pause lengths and cognitive effort in post-editing.
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1 Introduction

The potential benefits of post-editing machine translation (MT) output, as opposed to
translating source texts from scratch, are now largely uncontroversial in the context
of non-literary translation (cf. Green et al. 2013; Plitt and Masselot 2010). However,
post-editing MT is not beneficial on all occasions. MT quality and the effort required
by post-editing can be influenced by a number of factors, such as genre/domain and
source-text features that are problematic forMT (cf. Bernth andGdaniec 2001; Calude
2004). In view of this, there has been growing interest in measuring the effort required
by post-editing for the purpose of examining the feasibility of this practice and for
empirically identifying characteristics of the source text or MT output that can be
used as effort predictors (e.g. Aziz et al. 2014). Similarly, there have been studies
aimed at identifying the extent to which different individual profiles affect post-editing
effort. Some previous research in this respect has found no effect of prior professional
experience on post-editing time (e.g. de Almeida 2013; Guerberof 2014), though a
more recent study has found that expert post-editors are more productive than novices
(Moorkens and O’Brien 2015). A positive attitude to MT is also often found to be a
factor in post-editing performance (e.g. de Almeida 2013; Mitchell 2015). Moorkens
and O’Brien (2015) observed that attitudes tend to be more negative in the case of
professionals.

Most studies mentioned above use editing time and/or number of editing opera-
tions as proxies for effort. According to a now recurrent post-editing effort typology
proposed by Krings (2001), editing time and number of editing operations reflect the
notions of temporal and technical effort, respectively. Underpinning these two effort
dimensions is the notion of cognitive (or mental) effort, which, according to Krings,
‘involves the type and extent of [the] cognitive processes that must be activated in
order to remedy a given deficiency in a machine translation’ (ibid.: 179). In other
words, cognitive effort is the type of effort related to the mental processes that take
place during a task, which are not necessarily proportional to technical effort. This is
because cognitive decisions do not necessarily involve any edits (e.g. when the MT
output is left in its original state) or indeed because editing operations do not neces-
sarily involve a high level of mental effort; they might just be mechanically laborious.
Krings argues that cognitive effort is the central variable that controls the amount of
time post-editors spend on the task and guides the modifications they perform (ibid.:
179). It has previously been shown that cognitive effort does not necessarily correlate
with the number of changes implemented in the raw MT output (e.g. Koponen 2012).

A variety of measures can be used as proxies for cognitive effort. Previous studies
frequently combine these in the hope that the strengths of one method offset the weak-
nesses of another, but there has been little research to date on the potential overlaps
between these measures and on their degrees of reliability. The present paper inves-
tigates these issues by presenting an exploratory multivariate comparison of different
measures used in previous research to estimate cognitive effort. The purpose of the
study is to address questions and generate hypotheses with respect to two specific
aims:
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– checking to see how subjective ratings, eye-tracking metrics, pauses and editing
time relate to each other in a multivariate analysis considering both professional
and non-professional participants; and

– checking to see which of these measures present the highest levels of reliability.

In the remainder of the paper, Sect. 2 provides an overview of the concept of
cognitive effort and reviews previous research on the topic. Section 3 presents the
paper’s methodology. Sections 4 and 5 present and discuss results, respectively, and
Sect. 6 concludes the paper by providing a summary of findings and directions for
future research.

2 Review of literature

Measurements of cognitive effort can serve a variety of purposes, such as estimat-
ing the level of difficulty of a task or, in a post-editing scenario, the quality of the
MT output. Cognitive effort is an elusive construct, however—both conceptually and
methodologically. In cognitive psychology, effort has in many contexts been treated as
a synonym for attention. Kahneman (1973) provided an early account in this respect.
He discusses the notion that paying attention to a task is equivalent to allocatingmental
resources to it (ibid. 13).1 The amount of resources available, or our mental capacity,
is limited, which means that the higher the amount of resources expended (and the
closer we get to the resource limit), the higher the amount of effort (cf. Moray 1967).
These early notions have been more recently developed in the context of cognitive
load theory, which relies on three central concepts: the notion of a load that is imposed
on our mental system (i.e. the demands of a task), the notion of the effort expended
to cope with this load and the notion that the balance between load and effort will be
linked to individuals’ performance (Kirschner 2002, p. 4).

In post-editing, mental load can be roughly represented by the difficulty of the
task (e.g. the quality of the raw MT output and the level of complexity of the source
text). Mental effort is the overarching variable analysed in this paper, i.e. the mental
effort necessary to cope with the task demands. Performance relates to how the task
is carried out (e.g. the number of errors participants make) (Paas et al. 2003, p. 64).
Recent research on cognitive effort in post-editing has primarily focused on contrasting
cognitive effort with the task demands (e.g. Lacruz et al. 2014; O’Brien 2006). Among
other things, correlations between these two constructs allow post-editing effort to
be predicted based on specific characteristics of the source text or the MT output.
Since cognitive effort cannot be measured directly, a number of indirect measures
have been used in previous research. The present study investigates the behaviour of
seven such measures: eye fixation count, average fixation duration, editing seconds
per word, subjective ratings, pause ratio, pause-to-word ratio, and average pause ratio
(see Sect. 3.4).

1 The concept of attention is also associated with the human capability of selecting only certain elements to
process out of a number of competing stimuli. This facet of attention is different from effort (see Kahneman
1973: 2).
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44 L. N. Vieira

Eye movements have a long tradition in cognitive research. The count and average
duration of eye fixations2 have been used in a variety of studies as proxies for cognitive
effort in post-editing (e.g. O’Brien 2011). The rationale for the use of eye tracking
to estimate cognitive effort is based on the eye-mind and immediacy assumptions
(Just and Carpenter 1980), which posit that by fixating the eyes on the text while
reading individuals necessarily, and immediately, engage in the mental processing of
the content read. Based on these assumptions, higher fixation duration and count are
a sign of more mental processing and therefore more effort.

Subjective ratings have also been traditionally used as cognitive effort estimates.
Here, the rationale is that increasing task load produces a sensation of effort that
individuals can report in numerical terms (O’Donnell and Eggemeier 1986, p. 7). In
post-editing, subjective ratings have been used as a measure of cognitive effort by,
for example, Koponen (2012) and Vieira (2014). Moorkens et al. (2015) contrasted
subjective ratings with more objective measures, such as eye movements and number
of changes in the rawMT output. Moorkens et al. do not provide an indication of how
different measures behave in relation to each other in a multivariate analysis, however,
constituting a different approach to the one presented here.

Pauses in text production have been used as measures of cognitive effort in a variety
of contexts. Typing is usually regarded as the material representation of a given mental
process, so pauses in text production are deemed to represent the act of replacing these
processes, i.e. by engaging in a new mental process after the previous one has been
materialised (see Schilperoord 1996, pp. 8–9). O’Brien (2006) examined a potential
correlation between pause ratio in post-editing (i.e. pause time over total task time)
and negative translatability indicators (i.e. source-text features that are problematic for
MT). Surprisingly, O’Brien did not observe this correlation and suggested that pauses
alone are not a robust metric to estimate cognitive effort in post-editing. Interestingly,
Daems et al. (2015) found a significant correlation between pause ratio andMT errors.
Daems et al. contrast MT errors with a number of other cognitive effort measures,
including eye movements and pause metrics, but this study again does not provide
an indication of how these measures relate to each other in a multivariate analysis,
which makes it hard to identify what the measures could indeed be reflecting, or what
they have in common. Lacruz et al. (2012) and Lacruz and Shreve (2014) propose
an improvement to pause ratio and argue that average pause ratio (i.e. average pause
length over average time per word) and pause-to-word ratio (i.e. number of pauses per
word) are more sensitive to clusters of shorter pauses, which are assumed as indicators
of cognitive effort in post-editing.

With regard to temporal measures, Koponen et al. (2012) argue that by normalising
editing time by target text length, it is possible to capture the amount of mental pro-
cessing that takes place in post-editing. Based on a cognitive typology of MT errors
proposed by Temnikova (2010), Koponen et al. show that the average number of sec-
onds spent per target word in post-editing is higher in sentences containing a larger
number of cognitively expensive errors. They show that editing time normalised in
this way can be used as a proxy for cognitive effort.

2 Fixations are defined as ‘eye movements that stabilize the retina over a stationary object of interest’
(Duchowski 2007, p. 46). That is, when our eyes ‘fixate’ on an object (e.g. a word or parts of it).
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The studies reviewed above show a number of ways in which the cognitive effort
expended in post-editing can be estimated. It should be noted, however, that casting
a wide net and using a large number of different measures in the hope that together
they will provide a more accurate parameter might be an inefficient approach. This
is especially the case when the measures are correlated, the likely case when they
are all expected to reflect the same construct. Using highly correlated measures as
outcome variables (i.e. the variables assumed to depend on others) in a study requires
multivariate strategies that can handle all variables at once. This issue merits atten-
tion because not only is using correlated outcome variables a redundant approach,
but this also increases the number of tests performed, which inflates the chance of
false positives and requires some type of correction (see Snijders and Bosker 1999).
Furthermore, previous research hardly presents a discussion of what differs between
cognitive effort measures or what these measures could in fact be reflecting. Aziz et al.
(2014) use a multivariate method to analyse post-editing data, but they analyse corre-
lations between textual features and post-editing effort (editing time and operations),
rather than correlations betweenmeasures of cognitive effort themselves. The analysis
presented here explores this issue and provides a framework that can shed light on the
concept of cognitive post-editing effort, allowing educated decisions to be made with
regard to cognitive effort estimation in future research.

3 Methodology

The analysis presented in this paper is based on data collected by Vieira (2016) in the
context of a larger project. Further methodological details can also be found in Vieira
(2014).

3.1 Source text and machine translation output

The source texts were extracts of two online news articles3 taken from the Workshop
on Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) 2013 corpus.4 The articles were written
in French. They were about prostate cancer and the United States elections. English
machine translationswere sampled from theWMTcorpus and fromapool of additional
translations harvested for the study from freely available MT engines.5 It seemed
desirable to expose participants to a range of conditions. Harvesting outputs from

3 See http://www.lapresse.ca/vivre/sante/201211/30/01-4599309-depistage-du-cancer-de-la-prostate-
passer-le-test-ou-non.php and http://www.lapresse.ca/la-tribune/opinions/201207/30/01-4560667-une-
strategie-republicaine-pour-contrer-la-reelection-dobama.php. Accessed 23 July 2016.
4 This corpus results from an annual MT shared task where submitted systems are ranked according to a
human evaluation. Source texts, reference translations and system submissions are available at http://www.
statmt.org/wmt13/results.html. Accessed 15 June 2016.
5 The WMT systems used in the study were ‘Online-A’, ‘Online-B’, ‘Online-G’, ‘CU-Zeman’, ‘FDA’,
‘CMU-syntax’, ‘rmbt-3’, ‘rmbt-4’, ‘KIT’, ‘DCU-FR-EN-Primary’, ‘MES-Simplified’, ‘Edinburgh’ and
‘Edinburgh-unconstrained’. The outputs purposely harvested for the investigationwere fromSDLFreetrans-
lation.com (http://www.freetranslation.com), TransPerfect (http://web.transperfect.com/free-translations/)
and Microsoft Translator; the latter via Microsoft Word. These outputs were harvested in October 2013.
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these additional systems helped to achieve this by widening the range of MT quality
used in the study. TheMeteor automatic MT evaluation system (Denkowski and Lavie
2011) was used to evaluate the MT sentences so that sentences from a range of MT
quality levels could be identified and included in the study’s sample.

The Meteor scoring system assesses the level of matching between a machine
translation and a human reference translation. Meteor scores range from 0 (complete
mismatch betweenmachine translation and reference) to 1 (perfectmatch). Version 1.4
of Meteor was used in the study with default settings. Human translations in theWMT
2013 corpus were used as reference. Sentences at different Meteor levels, produced by
different systems, were combined into a single machine-translated text to be presented
for editing. This was done by randomly selecting sentences at each available decile
of the Meteor spectrum (for further details see Vieira 2014). Sentences in the study
sample had Meteor scores ranging between 0.14 and 1.

In total, 1037 source words were presented for editing. Data corresponding to the
title of the articles and to sentences without reference translations were excluded from
the analysis, leaving 844 words (41 sentences) available for the study of cognitive
effort, based on the two texts combined. The absence of reference translations meant
that Meteor scores could not be computed for these sentences. Excluding the titles, in
turn, seemed desirable as a way of avoiding ‘acclimatisation effects’—i.e. when more
effort is spent while participants are still familiarising themselves with the task/text
(cf. Doherty et al. 2010, p. 9).

3.2 Post-editing task

Participants post-edited the two texts in two sessions, with a break in between. The task
was carried out in PET (post-editing tool) (Aziz et al. 2012), on a computer connected
to a Tobii 120Hz eye tracker.6 The order of presentation of the texts was alternated
between participants. Each text was nevertheless presented for editing in document
order. As in most studies on post-editing and translation, this means that observations
for each sentence were not independent from each other, as participants’ behaviour in
editing one sentence could have affected their behaviour in editing subsequent ones
(e.g. because of repeated words later in the text, which might require less effort to
be processed the second time round). However, since the present study is aimed at
comparing the effort measures themselves, rather than checking to see how they asso-
ciate with a specific condition, this is not regarded here as particularly problematic: all
measures compared were subject to the same interdependence between the sentences.

One sentence pair (source-target) was shown on screen at a time and participants
were not allowed to backtrack. While these operating conditions restrict the study’s
findings to the sentence level, these conditions were necessary for a more reliable
collection of the gaze data. The eye-tracking data was processed by establishing the
source-target sentence pairs as an area of interest (AOI) in PET’s interface and extract-
ing the fixations landing on this areawith Tobii Studio. The source and target sentences

6 With the Toby I-VT fixation filter (Olsen 2012), set to filter out individual fixations below 100ms. The
other filter settings available were kept at default values.
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How do measures of cognitive effort relate... 47

were both included in the AOI as both these elements are expected to involve cognitive
effort (e.g. in understanding and interpreting the source text, and in identifying and
correcting problems in the MT output).

Participants were not allowed to consult external sources, but before each session
they read short factual descriptions of the topics covered in each text, which was aimed
at reducing the impact of the external sources restriction. The task had no time limit, but
a post-editing brief was given to participants before the task with the recommendation
to aim for a high-quality post-edited product in as little time as possible.

After post-editing both texts, participants took working memory capacity and
source-language (French) proficiency tests, and filled in a final questionnaire. Work-
ing memory capacity is defined as ‘the amount [of information] that an individual can
hold in mind at one time’ (Cowan 2005, p. 3). This is expected to affect the expendi-
ture of cognitive effort in post-editing because individuals with a higher capacity of
holding information in the mind might find it easier to correct certain types of errors,
for example those involving long textual spans (cf. Temnikova 2010). An automatic
reading span task (Unsworth et al. 2005, 2009) was used to measure working memory
capacity in the study. The French test, in turn, involved identifying real French words
among plausible non-words (Meara and Buxton 1987), a type of task that is deemed
reliable for linguistic placement purposes (cf. Read 2007). In the present study, results
from the French test were used as a way of filtering out participants with a low level of
source-language proficiency. Information on participants’ professional and academic
background, and their attitude towards MT, found by previous research to be a factor
in editing performance (de Almeida 2013), was collected in the final questionnaire.
Attitude to MT was rated on a scale between 1 (negative) and 5 (positive).

3.3 Participants

The tasks were conducted on Newcastle University’s campus. The involvement of
human participants in the study was authorised by the University’s ethics committee.
The sample included participants who were students, freelance translators, or both
(e.g. postgraduate students with professional translating experience). The sample in
Vieira (2016) included participants with varying levels of professional experience
and proficiency in French, variables that were controlled for in the analysis carried
out therein. Statistically controlling for participant variables is not straightforward
with some the methods used here (e.g. principal components analysis), however, so
it seemed desirable to subset the original sample and make use of a more balanced
group of participants. This was done by selecting equal numbers of professionals
and non-professionals among those who were above the original sample’s average of
French proficiency. This selection resulted in a group of ten participants. Details of
their profile are presented below in Table 1.

All participants were English native speakers. The analysis presented here is con-
trasted between participants with professional experience (>0.1 year) and without
(≤0.1 year), with five participants in each group. Mann-Whitney tests confirmed that
the groups are comparable with respect to French knowledge, age, attitude to MT, and
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48 L. N. Vieira

Table 1 Participants’ profile

Participant FR Vocab
(0–100)

Experience
(in years)

Age Attitude to
MT (1–5)

Working memory
capacity (0–75)

P01 79 1.5 23 5 25

P05 95 0 55 5 36

P07 97 0.1 22 4 44

P08 95 0 21 4 68

P09 97 0 22 4 61

P10 89 4 26 3 38

P13 95 3 60 2 37

P15 93 0 20 3 46

P16 93 5 37 3 33

P18 97 4 30 2 50

Mean 93 1.7 31.6 3.5 43.8

working memory capacity,7 while a significant difference exists in terms of years of
professional experience (W = 0, p = 0.01). Ultimately, variability in the characteristics
presented in Table 1 is expected to exist in real post-editing settings, so this helps to
guarantee that the sample covers a realistic range of post-editor profiles.

3.4 Cognitive effort measures

The post-editing process measures analysed here are those used in previous research
as indicators of cognitive effort. All measures were computed at a sentence level. A
brief description of these measures is provided below.
Fixations per word (FPW): this measure consists of the total number of fixations
normalised by source word count to avoid sentence-length effects.
Average fixation duration (AFD): this measure was obtained by dividing total fixation
time by the total number of fixations. In addition to being analysed in its own right,
this measure was used as a parameter for screening the quality of eye-tracking data. As
per previous research (cf. O’Brien 2011), data points where average fixation duration
was lower than 200 ms were excluded (7% of the data).
Pause-to-word ratio (PWR): this is a cognitive effort measure proposed by Lacruz
and Shreve (2014) (see Sect. 2). Pause data was obtained from PET key-log files by
calculating the intervals between any keyboard or mouse activity that resulted in a
change in the text (navigation events were disregarded). This is similar to the strategy
followed by Carl and Kay (2011) and Green et al. (2013). As per Lacruz et al. (2014),
only when these intervals were 300 ms long or more they were considered pauses. The
pause-to-word ratio measure was obtained by dividing the total number of pauses by
the number of source words.

7 Age: W = 5.5, p = 0.1995; French: W = 14.5, p = 0.661; working memory capacity: W = 19, p = 0.1658;
attitude to MT: W = 17.5, p = 0.2714.
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Fig. 1 Correlation matrix of cognitive effort measures based on Pearson’s r (left) and Kendall’s tau (right).
Narrower ellipses indicate stronger correlations, and the ellipses’ orientation indicates the correlation direc-
tion. All cells display significant correlations (p < 0.05), with the Holm correction for multiple tests

Average pause ratio (APR): this measure was obtained by dividing the average time
per pause (i.e. average pause length) by the average time per source word (see Lacruz
et al. 2012).
Pause ratio (PR): this measure was obtained by dividing the total pause time in a
sentence by the total time spent post-editing that sentence (cf. O’Brien 2006). The
total post-editing time per sentence was obtained from PET log files.
Seconds per word (SPW): as per Koponen et al. (2012), this measure was computed by
dividing total post-editing time by the target (i.e. post-edited) word count (see Sect. 2).
Subjective ratings (SR): this measure was based on a scale largely used in educational
psychology to measure ‘the perceived intensity of mental effort’ (Paas 1992, p. 429).
The scale ranges between 1 (‘very, very low mental effort’) and 9 (‘very, very high
mental effort’) (ibid: 430). It was set up in PET’s interface with internal levels (2–8)
unlabelled. Participants were prompted to choose a level of the scale on screen after
confirming each sentence. These ratings are treated as a numerical variable in the study.

4 Results

4.1 Comparing different measures

The average total editing time for the task was 34.3 minutes (range 21–45.2). To
provide an overview of how the measures described in Sect 3.4 are associated with
each other, Fig.1 presents the correlationmatrix of themeasures based on per-sentence
averages.8

8 The average of all participants was taken per sentence to prevent observations corresponding to the
same participant or sentence being treated as independent measurements. This procedure was followed in
Sects. 4.1 and 4.3.
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Narrower ellipses in Fig.1 show stronger correlations and the ellipses’ orientation
shows the effect’s direction (leaning forward = positive; leaning back = negative).
All measures of cognitive effort analysed were found to correlate with each other.
This is the expected behaviour of these measures, as they are all used as proxies for
cognitive effort. However, Fig.1 shows considerable variation in the effects’ strength,
indicating that these measures might cluster together in different ways. In partic-
ular, seconds per word (SPW), pause-to-word ratio (PWR) and fixations per word
(FPW) have stronger correlations between themselves when compared to the other
measures. Correlations involving average fixation duration (AFD), pause ratio (PR),
and subjective ratings (SR) are weaker overall. It is also noteworthy that PR and
APR have negative correlations with all other measures, which is consistent with
the rationale proposed by Lacruz et al. (2012), where higher APR values indicate
lower cognitive effort. This negative effect is explored in detail in Sect 4.3 with
respect to PR and the association between cognitive effort and pause lengths in post-
editing.

Figure 1 shows that not all measures of cognitive effort have the same type of
relationship with each other. However, various pairwise correlations are expected to
involve a great degree of redundancy, which hinders a precise examination of what
these measures have in common and what they do not. Principal components analysis
(PCA) (Jolliffe 2002) was used here as a way of addressing this. Informally, PCA
transforms a group of variables into a group of orthogonal principal components
(PC) containing linear combinations of the original variables. The PCs incrementally
maximise the original variables’ variance, which means that a small number of PCs is
usually enough to explain most of the original data. It should be noted that this method
is not sensitive to non-linearity. While non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques
are available—e.g. t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (van der Maaten and
Hinton 2008)—this paper wishes to obtain a visualisation of how the measures relate
to each other, rather than a visualisation of how the data points are distributed in
the space. PCA is a deterministic and straightforward method that can be used to
visualise networks of measures in this way. In addition, when used for descriptive
purposes, PCA has ‘no need for explicit distributional assumptions’ (Jolliffe 2002, p.
19).

A correlationmatrix PCA of the cognitive effort measures described in Sect 3.4 was
carried out with the princomp R function for the purpose of PC selection. Baayen
(2008, p. 121) suggests a rule of thumb that regards as important only PCs accounting
for at least 5% of the variance. This was the case of the first three PCs, which had 77,
9.3 and 5.4% of the variance, respectively. These results indicate that the measures
do roughly agree with each other, as they loaded mostly onto a single PC. However,
in line with Baayen’s 5% rule of thumb, the second and third PCs are also used here
for further observations. These PCs could hold information about slightly different
aspects of cognitive effort that are not accounted for by the 77% of variance explained
by the first PC. This is consistent with the exploratory nature of the study, where a
maximum variance approach seems desirable.
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Fig. 2 Plot showing
relationship between PCs and
cognitive effort measures

To visualise how the measures map onto the first three PCs, Fig. 2 shows a plot
generated with the qgraph.pca R function9 (Epskamp et al. 2012) illustrating how
the cognitive effort measures and the PCs interconnect. The three circles at the centre
of Fig. 2 represent the first three PCs and the square nodes around the circles are
the cognitive effort measures. The arrows indicate what measures are loaded onto
each PC and with what strength; thicker lines indicate stronger loadings and dashed
lines indicate negative loadings. Figure 2 shows that seconds per word (SPW), pause-
to-word ratio (PWR) and fixations per word (FPW) loaded more strongly onto PC1,
while average pause ratio (APR), pause ratio (PR) and average fixation duration (AFD)
loaded more strongly onto PC2. APR and PR have a negative relationship with the
other measures, as indicated by the dashed lines (and as shown in Fig. 1). Subjective
ratings (SR) is the only measure with a strong loading onto PC3, indicating that this
PC discriminates between SR and all the other measures.

To check how these relationships might differ between professional and non-
professional participants, correlation matrix PCAs were carried out separately for
the two groups. Again using the princomp R function, only PCs with a minimum
of 5% of the variance were considered. This included four PCs in both cases, with 72,
11, 6, and 5% of the variance for professionals, respectively; and 72, 10, 7, and 7% of
the variance for non-professionals. Plots obtained with the qgraph.pca R function
are presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows that not all measures relate to each other in the same way when
professional andnon-professional participants are compared.Aparticularly interesting
difference between the two groups is the behaviour of SR. When subjective ratings
on cognitive effort were provided by professional participants, this measure loaded

9 The option rotation=”varimax” was used for plots generated with this function throughout the
paper. The varimax rotation is a procedure that ‘maximizes the sum of the variances of the squared loadings’
in the selected PCs (see Dunteman 1989, p. 49), a procedure that makes it easier to observe what differs
between them.
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Fig. 3 Plots showing relationship between PCs and cognitive effort measures for professionals (left) and
non-professionals (right)

more strongly onto PC1, together with SPW, FPW and PWR. These results suggest
that professional participants might be more inclined to fusing temporal aspects of the
task (e.g. SPW) with subjective cognitive effort. Differences can also be noted in the
behaviour of APR and AFD between the two groups; these measures had a stronger
mutual association in the case of non-professionals. SPW, PWR and FPW, on the other
hand, had a very similar relationship for both professionals and non-professionals, with
stronger loadings onto PC1 in both cases, which applies particularly to SPW and FPW.

4.2 Measurement reliability

The results presented so far provide an idea of theways inwhich themeasures analysed
are associated with each other. Another aspect to these results is the extent to which
these variables are reliable across individual post-editors. Information in this respect
is important as this may dictate the best measures to be chosen in experiments where
only a small number of post-editors is available. To investigate this, the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) of the measures was calculated. This score works as a
measure of inter-rater reliability, giving an indication of the extent to which different
post-editors produce the same values of a given measure when exposed to the same
items. While results presented in Sect. 4.1 are based on averages of all participants,
the ICC scores are based on participants’ individual scores for each sentence. Here,
whenever a sentence needed to be excluded for a given participant due to low-quality
eye-tracking data (see Sect. 3.4), the sentence was excluded for all participants so that
only complete cases without any missing data remained (24 sentences).

Table 2 shows two-way random10 ICCs in descending order, togetherwith 95%con-
fidence intervals obtained after 10,000 bootstrap resamples. ICC scores normally range

10 That is, where subjects and sentences are assumed to be sampled from a population.
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Table 2 Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for cognitive effort measures with bias-corrected and
accelerated (BCa) bootstrapped confidence intervals (95%)

ICC BCa lower bound BCa upper bound

Pause-to-word ratio (PWR) 0.60 0.53 0.68

Seconds per word (SPW) 0.55 0.47 0.64

Fixations per word (FPW) 0.50 0.41 0.60

Pause ratio (PR) 0.42 0.30 0.56

Average pause ratio (APR) 0.35 0.18 0.44

Subjective ratings (SR) 0.27 0.17 0.40

Average fixation duration (AFD) 0.25 0.17 0.36

between 0 (chance agreement) and 1 (perfect agreement). As can be seen in Table 2,
the measure with the highest agreement across participants was PWR, followed by
SPW, FPW, PR, APR, SR, andAFD. These results suggest that in contexts with a small
number of post-editors, PWR would provide the most reliable estimates of all mea-
sures analysed, though the difference in relation to SPW, the measure with the second
best result, was not found to be significant according to the 95% confidence interval.

Interestingly, the ranking in Table 2 shows that measures that loaded more strongly
onto PC1 in the PCAs presented above (PWR, SPW, and FPW—see Figs. 2 and 3)
are more reliable than the others. This further suggests that the overall behaviour
of these measures can be distinguished: PWR, SPW, and FPW have higher mutual
correlations and are more reliable, while the other measures have lower correlations
and lower reliability. It is noteworthy that these differences are not due just to a matter
of method. FPW and AFD, for example, two measures based on eye tracking, had
strikingly different results both in terms of how they relate to other measures and in
terms of their reliability scores. It is also noteworthy thatAFDhad the lowest ICC result
despite being a traditional measure of cognitive effort with a research tradition that
goes beyond post-editing and translation studies. In this respect, it is worth pointing
out that the fact that a given measure is less reliable does not mean that this measure is
less capable of reflecting the underlying construct being estimated. Rather, this might
simply mean that a larger number of participants is required to provide a more reliable
consensus in the case of studies interested in more objective parameters.

4.3 Pause ratio and cognitive effort

The fact that pause ratio (PR) presented an inverse relationship with cognitive effort
(i.e. a negative correlation with other measures) is arguably surprising. This has also
been pointed out by Daems et al. (2015), who observed a similar effect in examining
the correlation between PR and MT errors. As mentioned in Sect. 2, the rationale for
the use of pauses as indicators of cognitive effort in text production is that pauses
are deemed to represent the time required for replacing processes in the mind before
materialising (e.g. typing) the text. Not necessarily mental processing will only occur
during pauses, but based on work by Butterworth (1980) the general assumption made
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in previous research is that ‘longer pauses reflect cognitive processes that are relatively
more effortful compared to processes reflected by shorter pauses’ [emphasis removed]
(Schilperoord 1996, p. 11).11 This suggests that if pauses are longer and take up a larger
proportion of editing time (i.e. higher PR), this would be expected to indicate higher
and not lower cognitive effort. The opposite was observed here, however; both the
average length of pauses and their ratio to editing time (i.e. PR) – measures that were
correlated based on Kendall’s test (rτ = 0.68, p < 0.001)—were found to have a
negative relationship with other measures of cognitive effort.

Lacruz et al. (2012) show that high pause densities indicate high cognitive effort in
post-editing. This places more emphasis on the number of pauses than on their length
and, to an extent, is consistent with the PR effect observed here. If the data is ranked
according to PR, the top 25% quantile of sentences (where PR is higher) has 1.7 pause
lasting 11.3 s, on average, whereas the bottom 25% quantile of sentences (where PR
is lower) has 20.8 pauses lasting 2.7 s, on average, indicating that higher pause count
(and lower PR) is associated with higher cognitive effort. This difference between the
quantiles suggests that it is more logical to regard PR and APR as indirect indicators
of pause count, rather than measures that are capable of reflecting the relationship
between the length of pauses and cognitive effort. This is consistentwith the suggestion
made by Lacruz and Shreve (2014) that pause-to-word ratio (ameasure of pause count)
works as a substitute for APR.

The fact that cognitive effort has a clearer relationship with pause count than with
pause length has at least two implications: pause length may not constitute a use-
ful parameter for effort estimation in post-editing, or it may be that the relationship
between pause length and cognitive effort varies according to different pause types. It
is argued below that the latter possibility seems more plausible.

It was observed that a number of data points in the present study (21%) had PR
values of 1, which was also observed by O’Brien (2006). These data points represent
occasions where no modification is performed in the MT output—i.e. when all the
time spent on a sentence consists of a single pause, which divided by itself gives a
value of 1. Leaving the MT output unedited is expected to require a certain degree of
cognitive effort, as some level of cognitive processing will be involved in making the
decision that the text does not require intervention.12 It seems plausible however that
the level of cognitive processing and effort associated with decisions of this kind will
be lower compared to decisions made in the context of problem-solving events, where
the MT output needs to be edited. Based on a review of the literature on the use of
pauses in translation research, Kumpulainen (2015) suggests, for example, that pauses
can indicate both problematic and unproblematic processing, and that ‘problem spots
seem to require more cognitive effort’ (2015, p. 55).

Pauses that correspond to the process of leaving theMT output unedited, in particu-
lar, seem like good examples of pauses reflecting unproblematic processing. However,
the PR measure does not discriminate between different pause types; it assumes that

11 Schilperoord’s study is based on dictated texts, but he argues that there is no evidence to suggest that
this significantly affects this assumption (1996, pp. 20–23).
12 It may also be that some of these decisions are at least partially automatic, but an in-depth investigation
of automaticity and decision-making in post-editing is beyond the scope of the paper.
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Table 3 Correlations of reduced versions of pause ratio (PR1 and PR2) and corresponding average pause
length (APL1 and APL2) with FPW, SR and AFD

Pearson’s r Kendall’s tau

PR1 APL1 PR2 APL2 PR1 APL1 PR2 APL2

Fixations per word
(FPW)

0.70** 0.42* 0.51** −0.08 0.60** 0.33 0.33 −0.03

Subjective ratings
(SR)

0.81** 0.61** 0.68** 0.15 0.69** 0.40 0.41 0.11

Average fixation
duration (AFD)

0.68** 0.30 0.53** −0.20 0.49* 0.13 0.25 −0.16

P values (** 0.01; * 0.05) have been adjusted for multiple tests based on the Holm method

the length of a pause consisting just of reading the MT output and leaving it unedited
has the same weight as the length of a pause that occurs in between typing events,
in a problem-solving process. It is hypothesised here that this lack of discrimination
between problematic and unproblematic processes could be one of the reasons for the
negative association observed here between PR and cognitive effort.

As a first step in exploring this possibility, the PR measure was recalculated whilst
tentatively filtering out pauses that were not directly associated with problem-solving
events. Excluding all such pauses would require a detailed classification of the cogni-
tive processes that take place during each pause, which is not straightforward based on
current methods (cf. O’Brien 2006; Kumpulainen 2015). An approximation can nev-
ertheless be achieved by excluding pauses that are not both preceded and followed by
typing events in the process of working through a sentence. In the present study, these
are (a) pauses that consist of just reading the sentence and leaving it unedited, and (b)
the first and last pauses that take place when editing a sentence. Pauses of type (b) may
involve both unproblematic and problematic processes. For example, the first pause
that occurs when editing a sentence may involve the reading that takes place before a
problem is spotted and the process of spotting a given problem and thinking of an initial
solution. The last pausemay involve checking if the solution for a specific problem has
worked or simply reading the sentence again in search for other potential problems,
without any being found. Since it is not straightforward to tease these processes apart,
for exploratory purposes twomodified versions of PRwere used here: onewhere pause
types (a) and (b) both assume a value of 0—henceforth ‘pause ratio 1’ (PR1); and one
where only pause type (a) assumes a value of 0—henceforth ‘pause ratio 2’ (PR2).

Table 3 shows howPR1 andPR2 and the corresponding average pause length (APL1
and APL2) correlate with FPW, AFD and SR, measures that loaded onto different PCs
as per the analysis shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, not all correlations were found
to be significant and they have different strengths. However, it is noteworthy that PR
acquires a positive associationwith othermeasures of cognitive effort after filtering out
pauses expected to involve unproblematic processing, in line with the expectation that
longer pause length corresponds to higher cognitive effort. This positive association
was only found to be significant based on both Pearson’s and Kendall’s tests in the
case of PR1, i.e. when pause types (a) and (b) both assumed a value of 0. This suggests
that these pauses can substantially influence the behaviour of PR in post-editing.
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It should be noted that Lacruz et al.’s (2012) assumption that pause clusters indicate
higher cognitive effort was confirmed by the present data. Based on this assumption,
pause types (a) and (b) should not be excluded as this is unlikely to significantly affect
the relative pause counts (i.e. because either one or two pauses would be excluded for
all sentences). All pauses that take place in a task are in principle of interest depending
on the study’s objectives and on what is defined as a pause (see Kumpulainen 2015).
Nevertheless, results in Table 3 serve to illustrate that simply summing up the length
of all pauses to calculate pause ratio in post-editing may lead to surprising negative
effects that contradict previous assumptions on the link between pause lengths and
cognitive effort.

Previous translation research has noted a similar problem. Immonen and Mäkisalo
(2010, p. 49), for example, only consider pauses occurring in fluent target production
sequences ‘to avoid the skewing effect that revision may have on pause length’.13

Daems et al. (2015) imply something similar. In view of the longer durations of
pauses occurring at the beginning of segments in their study, they propose that it
might be worth examining ‘pauses in isolation’ (2015, p. 43). Indeed, based on the
results presented above it is argued here that post-editing studies interested in pause
length might benefit from a typology that discriminates between different pauses and
the ways in which the lengths of each pause type might relate to cognitive effort.
This might allow aspects relating to more passive moments of the task to be studied
in greater detail; for example the distribution of post-editors’ attention during pause
types (a) and (b), and the driving factors of under-editing, when problems in the MT
output are left unedited.

To demonstrate how the process of filtering out pause types (a) and (b) affects
the relationship between PR and other cognitive effort measures in a multivariate
analysis, PCAs were carried out on the measures described in Sect. 3.4 together with
PR1, the only measure found to have a significant association with the others as per
both correlation tests presented in Table 3. The PCAs were carried out separately for
professional and non-professional participants.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained with the qgraph.pca R function based on
the first three PCs, which before rotation, based on the princomp R function, had
70, 10 and 7% of the original measures’ variance for professionals, and 77, 8 and 5%
for non-professionals.14 As can be seen, PR1 has a positive association with all other
measures except PR and APR. In addition, it is noteworthy that PR1 and SR have
strong loadings onto PC3, suggesting a strong connection between these measures.
This effect is stronger for non-professionals, but for both participant groups subjective
ratings were more strongly associated with the modified version of PR (i.e. PR1)
than with PR itself. This suggests that when participants provide subjective ratings on
mental effort, they tend not to associate pause types (a) and (b) with effortful moments
of the task.

13 Immonen andMäkisalo (2010) compared pauses in translation and monolingual writing, and concluded
that in both activities pause durations relfect the size of the linguistic unit processed.
14 The first four PCs would be chosen for professionals according to Baayen’s (2008) 5% rule of thumb,
but the first three were selected in this case for comparability with the group of non-professionals.
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Fig. 4 Plots for professional (left) and non-professional participants (right) showing relationship between
cognitive effort measures including PR1

5 Discussion

The results presented above showed that PWR (pause-to-word ratio), SR (subjective
ratings),AFD (averagefixation duration), FPW(fixations perword), SPW(seconds per
word), and PR (pause ratio), measures used in previous research to estimate cognitive
effort, all correlate with each other. However, these correlations varied in strength and
direction, indicating that certain combinations of measures have a higher amount of
redundancy. A PCA carried out on averages of all participants showed that SPW, PWR
and FPW loaded more strongly onto the same PC. These measures also presented
a higher level of reliability compared to the others. SR was among the measures
presenting the most salient differences between professional and non-professional
participants: subjective ratings provided by professionals had a stronger association
with more objective measures such as FPW.Moorkens et al. (2015) contrast subjective
ratings with temporal effort for professionals and students, but their results are not
directly comparable to the ones obtained here as the rating categories used in their
study ask participants to rate the amount of editing the MT output is expected to
require, rather than cognitive or mental effort itself.

Overall, results obtained in the present study suggest that measures of cognitive
effort used in post-editing have different behaviours and can be distinguished with
respect to their level of reliability and the ways in which they cluster together. At
least two reasons could be behind these differences. First, it is plausible that all these
measures are susceptible to a certain degree of measurement error, with variations in
this respect potentially driving a distinction between them based on different levels
of noise/precision. A second possibility is that different measures may be more sen-
sitive to different nuances of cognitive effort, which would imply that, while a single
construct, cognitive effort might have different facets. This second possibility seems
like a more plausible explanation for the clustering patterns observed here than just
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methodological imprecision, since measures obtained via the same method (e.g. FPW
and AFD) had different results in terms of their reliability and mutual association.15

In practical terms, a relatively straightforward distinction that can be made between
the measures analysed here is the extent to which they are expected to increase with
task time alone. This is a particular characteristic of SPW and FPW, for example,
where given an MT sentence of a certain length, the longer post-editors take to edit
the sentence, the more seconds and fixations the task will involve, i.e. higher values of
SPW and FPW. To a certain extent, this is also expected of PWR, since longer tasks
are expected to involve more pauses. This would not be expected of AFD, APR, PR,
and SR, however. In the case of AFD, for example, not necessarily post-editors will
have a longer average fixation on a sentence just by taking longer to post-edit it; they
might simply have many short fixations on that sentence, which will increase FPW but
not AFD. As SPW, FPW and PWR presented a different behaviour in relation to the
other measures, it may be that a capability of indicating temporal aspects of cognitive
processing is one of the phenomena underpinning these results.

Measures that are not directly influenced by total editing time, by contrast, are
perhaps more sensitive to a pure notion of cognitive effort that can be empirically
distinguished from temporal effort. Given the lower reliability scores for measures
such as AFD and APR, it also seems that measures that are not directly influenced
by total task time are more sensitive to participant variation. This would be consistent
with the notion that cognitive effort is an inherently subjective variable that depends
on how individuals cope with variations in the demands of a task (see Sect. 2), an
aspect that future research could explore in more detail.

Regarding the direction of the associations observed here, it was noted that PR and
APR presented negative correlations with the other measures. This is consistent with
the rationale proposed by Lacruz et al. (2012), who show that the APR measure, in
particular, is more sensitive to pause density, which indicates higher cognitive effort
in post-editing. In terms of pause length, however, the inverse association between
cogntive effort and the PR measure seems to contradict the assumption that longer
pauses reflect higher levels of effort in text production (Schilperoord 1996;Butterworth
1980). It was shown here that by disregarding certain post-editing pauses expected to
reflect mostly unproblematic cognitive processes, PR acquired a positive association
with cognitive effort. Filtering out these pauses was an approximate operation carried
out for exploratory purposes, and is not suggested here as a standard procedure. In fact,
especially in the case of PWR, Lacruz et al.’s (2012) assumption that higher pause
density reflects higher cognitive effort seems quite robust irrespective of pause types,
as PWR had the highest level of reliability of the measures analysed in the present
study. However, what the results on PR obtained here suggest is that the study of pause
lengths in post-editing might benefit from a typology that allows different pause types
to be identified and analysed in their own right. This is related to an observation made
by Schilperoord (1996, p. 20) regarding an inherent weakness of using key-log files
to study pauses in writing. He highlights, for example, that ‘the writer may have been
reading the text on screen, or he [sic] may have been thinking about what to write next,

15 On the differences between FPW and AFD and the potential multifaceted nature of cognitive effort, see
also Doherty et al. (2010) and van Gog et al. (2009).
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but [in key-logging] there is no way of distinguishing such differences’. It was found
here that this affects the behaviour of PR, so triangulating methods (see Kumpulainen
2015) with a view to documenting different pause types in post-editing seems like an
interesting direction for future research on the relationship between pause lengths and
post-editing cognitive effort.

6 Concluding remarks

6.1 Summary and conclusion

This paper aimed to compare cognitive effort measures in a multivariate analysis,
and to explore potential differences between the measures in terms of measure-
ment reliability and in how they related to each other considering professional
and non-professional participants. Although the study’s sample is relatively small
and limited to a single language pair, the results obtained suggest that all mea-
sures of cognitive effort considered are associated with each other. However, these
associations have different strengths. Exploratory analyses showed that the mea-
sures cluster together in different ways. Fixations per word, seconds per word and
pause-to-word ratio, in particular, had a higher mutual association and higher levels
of reliability relative to average pause ratio, average fixation duration, pause ratio
and subjective ratings. The behaviour of subjective ratings was found to be differ-
ent between professional and non-professional participants. While these participant
subsets were small, this measure had a stronger association with more objective
parameters, such as seconds and fixations per word, in the case of profession-
als.

These results are capable of informing a number of methodological decisions in
future post-editing research. The correlation tests and principal components analyses
carried out here indicate that certainmeasures of cognitive effort are strongly correlated
with eachotherwhereas others are less so.This should arguably be taken into account in
future studies as a way of avoiding redundancy and carrying out fewer statistical tests,
which in large number inflate the chance of false positives. With regard to reliability,
the results obtained here suggest that studies with few participants and which are
interested in more objective parameters should avoid using measures at the bottom
of the ranking displayed in Table 3, such as subjective ratings and average fixation
duration. For studies interested in individual variations in cognitive effort, on the other
hand, these measures seem like more sensitive parameters.

It was postulated that one of the reasons underlying the clustering patterns observed
here is the extent to which the measures are influenced by total editing time. Measures
observed to have higher mutual associations and higher reliability (e.g. seconds and
fixations per word) are expected to increase with task time alone and might represent
the notion of temporal effort more directly, reflecting cognitive effort by extension.
Measures that do not increase with task time alone (e.g. average fixation duration), by
contrast, are proposed here to reflect a purer notion of cognitive effort that might be
empirically distinguished from task time.
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It was also observed that the length of pauses that do not occur in between editing
events, such as the first and last pauses for a sentence and pauses related to leaving
the MT output unedited, influences the behaviour of pause ratio. When this measure
included such pauses, it had an inverse association with cognitive effort. When these
pauses assumed a value of zero, the association between pause ratio and cognitive
effort became positive. Furthermore, it was found that participants do not seem to
associate pauses that do not occur in between editing events with effortful moments of
task, since the version of PR that excluded these pauses was more strongly associated
with participants’ subjective ratings. In view of these results, this paper suggests that
post-editing comprises different types of pauses and that not all of these will have the
same kind of relationship with cognitive effort in terms of their length.

6.2 Directions for future research

Future research could examine the behaviour of other measures of cognitive effort that
could not be investigated here, ideally by contrasting sentence-level and discourse-
level analyses. Saccades in eye-tracking data and the amount of crossing that occurs
between the source and target text, in particular, might be interesting measures to take
into account. Pupil dilation and EEG (electroencephalogram) data are other indicators
of cognitive processing that are worth examining. The analysis presented here does
not consider non-linearity, so this is another aspect that future research could examine
in exploring these relationships. In view of the results presented above, looking into
the concept of temporal effort and the extent to which it influences the behaviour of
different measures seems like an interesting question to be further analysed. There also
seems to be room for further work on the impacts of individual profiles on post-editing
behaviour. Previous professional experience was selected here as a factor of interest.
Future research could look into how factors such as conscientiousness and different
types of training might affect cognitive effort in post-editing.
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